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C
ryptocurrency has experienced steady growth and 

acceptability over the last decade, with reports showing 

that 19% of the world’s population has purchased 

cryptocurrencies since the invention of Bitcoin in 2009. Daily 

trades on cryptocurrencies have surpassed $10 billion. But the 

2x growth in year-over-year statistics and daily trades in digital 

assets is facing one major challenge- the adoption lag in the 

entire crypto ecosystem, particularly the usability of the wallets. 

But even with the changing landscape on cryptocurrency 

adoption, retail investors of cryptocurrency have faced some 

major limitations with the current crypto wallets. Crypto trading 

has been on the rise, but the process is only easy for tech-savvy 

individuals or those who can dedicate their time to learn how the 

blockchain works. 

This is where AlfaPocket disrupts the market. AlfaPocket is 

mobile wallet that helps users maximise gains and minimise 

loses by actively monitoring their positions and suggesting 

trades.

The last 2 or so years have seen major companies also 

considering cryptocurrencies as a value proposition. For 

example, Visa, the global card payment giant, recently acquired 

Plaid, a fintech that serves Coinbase and Abra. Square, the offline 

store payments market leader recently won the patent to debut 

a crypto-to-fiat payment network that allows its merchants to 

accept payment in cryptocurrency, among other customer 

assets. 
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SUMMARY:



A
lfaPocket is a cryptocurrency wallet with 

a built-in AI Assistant that helps users 

maximise gains and minimise loses by 

actively monitoring your positions and 

suggesting trades.The Assistant works for you to 

automatically read market signals on the best 

time to buy BTC and ETH, and automatically sells 

when the signals flip. It actively works to capture 

the gains of the crypto market, while avoiding the 

downfalls. 

AlfaPocket also offers an automatic portfolio 

builder. It allows users with any experience level 

to build a solid cryptocurrency portfolio in just 

minutes.
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A CRYPTOCURRENCY WALLET
LEVERAGES ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE TO BOOST APY.



PROJECT 
HIGHLIGHTS

Strategy Builder: Drag-n-drop interface to 

easily plan and optimise different trading 

strategies.

Rewards for top traders and liquidity providers.

Actionable Trade Suggestions: Was designed 

to maximise your gains and minimise your 

losses by monitoring your positions and 

suggesting trades.

Copy Investment: invest like a pro by copying 

top investors.

Portfolio Generator: Our automatic portfolio 

builder allows users with any experience to 

build a solid portfolio in just minutes.
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WHAT IS ALFA
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 -Listing fees

AlfaPocket is introducing its own BEP-20 TOKEN, ALFA which powers an 

essential part of AlfaPocket platform:

 ALFA provides staking, which allows for passive revenues on 

ALFA:you get more ALFA by staking it.

 -Exchange fees

 Access to AlfaPocket :

 

 You can use ALFA to pay your fees on our platform , including but not 

limited to :

 -Withdraw fees

 -Any other fee

 When you use ALFA to pay for fees, you will receive a significant 

discount:

 Users spend ALFA in order to use the built-in Portfolio generator and 

AI Assistant .

 Staking

 Discounted Rates
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ALFA TOKEN SALE 
AND ECONOMICS

1 ALFA= 0,20 USD

Pre-sale 

No Lockup

ALFA Token Price: 

Public Sale Vesting Period 

(50% of Total Token Supply)

100,000,000 ALFA 

Token Type: 

BEB20

Relevant Links:

AlfaPocket Website: 

alfapocket.com
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TOKEN SALE AND 
DISTRIBUTION 

12 months after and will be released periodically.

Total tokens for sale: 

100,000,000 (50%)

Hard Cap: 

80,000,000 

$18,000,000

Public Sale: 

Any unsold tokens in the sale will remain for at most 

Private Sale : 

20,000,000
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which are distributed and used as follows:

200,000,000 ALFA, 

The total token supply is 

TOKEN SALE AND 
DISTRIBUTION 

50%
ICO

10%
Angel

Investors

Founding
Team

40%
C

ALLOCATION
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Mobile UI
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ROADMAP

May 2021
ICO starts

June 2021
Confirmed start of the

AlfaPocket Project

July 2021
Visa Debit Card

Application

June 2021
AlfaPocket Releases
v.0.1

August 2021
Farming & Stacking
Feature
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CORE TEAM

Cristian Nica
CEO

Richard Marshall
CTO

steemit

LINEB

https://es.linkedin.com/in/nicacristian
https://tt.linkedin.com/in/richard-marshall-aa287960


alfapocket.com


